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TLU Physics to Lead
Noyce NSF Teaching Grant
In April 2019, TLU received a $1.1 million Robert
Noyce Teacher Scholarship Program grant from
the National Science Foundation (NSF). Funding
will support the project, “Preparing Committed and
Culturally Competent STEM Teachers in South Central

. Upcoming Events
Physics Major Heather Perkovich will be one of the first
students in the TLU T.O.P. Dogs STEM Teachers Program
to receive the Noyce Scholarship beginning Fall 2019.
As a Noyce Scholar, Perkovich will complete the rigorous
Physics B.S., while also pursuing secondary education
certification.

Texas.” TLU was previously awarded a Robert Noyce

culturally responsive teaching using research-based

Capacity Building grant from the NSF in 2017. The

science and math education will be the hallmark of

funding supports the newly formed T.O.P. Dogs STEM

the program.

Teachers Program at TLU.

The primary goal of the project is to recruit biology,

Under the direction of Physics Department Chair

chemistry, mathematics, and physics majors into

Dr. Toni Sauncy, Associate Professor of Math and

high school teaching careers with funding to support

Computer Science Dr. William Hager, and Education

at least 20 new teachers through scholarships,

Department Chair Dr. Jeannette Jones, the grant aims

mentoring, and specialized training for their transition

to address the nationwide demand for high-quality

to the classroom. Undergraduate recipients will

STEM teachers at the secondary education level in

receive up to two years of scholarship support

underserved school districts. According to Dr. Sauncy,

to complete a Bachelor of Science degree in

the program has advanced collaboration between

their selected discipline, while also completing

science and education faculty in addressing the

requirements that prepare them to successfully obtain

critical shortage of teachers in STEM fields across

teaching certification upon graduation. The award

Texas. This grant highlights the strengths of TLU

began April 1, 2019 and ends March 31, 2024.

STEM programs, with rigorous preparation combined
with strong emphasis on service and leadership.
This award positions TLU to make a real difference
in the availability of passionate, culturally competent
teachers in South Central Texas.

“Texas Lutheran University is leading the charge
to elevate Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Math readiness in Central Texas high schools,”
Congressman Vicente Gonzalez (TX-15), said. “This
award from the National Science Foundation is

The project focuses on the intersection of passion for

emblematic of the dynamic leadership present at

teaching, cultural awareness, and the most effective

TLU, their determination to elevate high school STEM

practices in science and mathematics education

teachers, and their mission to prepare students for

and will implement evidence-based techniques for

the fastest growing fields. It is an honor to represent

training teachers to identify cultural barriers, recognize

this institution and I congratulate TLU for receiving the

and address related issues, and promote inclusion for

Robert Noyce Teacher Scholarship grant.”

broad participation in STEM fields. The emphasis on
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Dr. Toni Sauncy
Chair & Associate Professor
tsauncy@tlu.edu
Dr. Sauncy was honored at the start
of the 2018-19 academic year with the
TLU Harold T. Bier teaching award. She
continues to work with research students
in establishing the materials physics/
optical spectroscopy facility on campus,
with a primary interest in the study of
optoelectronic materials and has had
several students present work at both
on-campus and state-level physics
conferences over the past year. She
was recently elected as the chair of the
Council on Undergraduate Research
Division of Physics and Astronomy and
currently serves on the Executive Board
of the Advanced Lab Physics Association
(ALPhA), and ALPhA Regional Director for
Texas, Oklahoma, and Arkansas.

Dr. Calvin Berggren
Assistant Professor
cberggren@tlu.edu
Dr. Berggren enjoyed the opportunity to
continue bolstering the computational
parts of the physics curriculum and is
currently developing computational
laboratory components for the
introductory physics sequence for the
upcoming year. He also helped to craft
a computational concentration for the
physics degrees, which is available
starting this year. He presented on the
computational components of the physics
curriculum at two conferences in the past
year. This summer, he worked with one
student on a research project related to
heat transfer and data analysis.

2018 TLU Family Physics Night Celebrates
Physics Around the Globe
The Physics Department and Society of
Physics (SPS) students continued to inspire
and educate at the seventh annual Family
Physics Night and TLU SPS Public Lecture in
Physics, held on November 5, 2018. The night
was filled with fun, educational activities and
featured physics from the big to the small, with
a focus on international collaborations and “big
experiments” shaping the way we understand
the universe. With over 350 visitors for the

Sophomore SPS Members Matthew Macasadia and
Johari Dramiga proving to a group that the earth is
indeed not flat.

evening, Jackson Student Activities Center
was packed with eager learners of all ages.
The hands-on portion of the evening included
a giant globe where participants could
perform the Eratosthenes experiment to verify
that indeed, the earth is not flat! The Jackson
Student Activity Center was just big enough

to draw out the circle representing the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN scaled to size
of the Lego™ models on display of the LHC’s
particle detectors. Visitors also marveled at
cosmic particles made visible by the cloud
chamber and explored the mysteries of the
atomic nucleus.

TLU SPS Public Lecture
in Physics –
Inspiration For All
TLU SPS Public Lecture in Physics was very
excited to host Dr. Renee Horton, who is
currently the Space Launch System (SLS) Lead
Metallic/Weld Engineer in the NASA Residential

SPS Members and faculty advisor Dr. Toni Sauncy
at the annual SPS Public Lecture in Physics with
Distinguished Speaker and NASA Rocket Scientist
Dr. Renee Horton.

Dr. Josh Fuchs

Management Office at Michoud Assembly

Assistant Professor

Facility (MAF) in New Orleans. Dr. Horton was

jfuchs@tlu.edu

also recently named Louisianan of the Year and

Dr. Fuchs was elected as the 4-year
college representative for the Texas
Section of the American Association of
Physics Teachers (AAPT) Executive Board.
He is excited to work with the Board to
advocate for and improve the teaching of
physics across the state of Texas. He also
worked as a coordinator for the recent
Partnership for Integration of Computation
into Undergraduate Physics (PICUP)
Faculty Development Workshop, helping
faculty from across the country learn
how to integrate computational skills into
their curriculum. Dr. Fuchs also presented
his development of the Introductory
Astronomy course at TLU at the AAPT
Summer Meeting. He continues to stay
active in his astronomy research on white
dwarf stars and worked with one student
this summer.

is an inspirational woman who has overcome many obstacles despite being in the very small
minority of physicists who are both female and African American. For the lecture, Dr. Horton drew
in the biggest crowd ever with nearly 250 attendees. It was an honor to induct Dr. Horton into the
Sigma Pi Sigma Honor Society as an at-large member during her visit.

Save The Date: Alumni & Family Weekend
TLU Sciences Happy Hour
Saturday, Oct. 12 / 3:30 p.m. / Jackson Park
This event is a time to reconnect with old friends and make new ones, and to meet some of our
current students for important networking. Look for the sciences shade tent and join us for TLU
Science Pre-game Happy Hour with hearty snacks and homemade (liquid-nitrogen) ice cream.
We would love to know you’re coming so please RSVP to sps@tlu.edu.

Mark Your Calendar:
TLU Family Physics Night 2019
The Physics of Resonance – Tuesday, Nov. 5, 2019
Don’t miss the Physics of Resonance! From atoms to cosmic bodies, resonance abounds.
Come and explore the universal physical phenomenon that is resonance.

Dr. Berggren, Dr. Sauncy, and Dr. Fuchs at May
2019 Commencement

2

5 p.m.

Public Lecture in Physics

6:30 p.m.

Demo Show and Hands-on Activities
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TLU Continues Involvement With Physics
Community Across Texas
TLU SPS continued to benefit from the relationship among the Texas Sections of AAPT and APS
and Zone 13 SPS, which meet jointly twice each year. TLU SPS attended both of the zone joint
meetings this year. The 2018 Joint AAPT/APS/SPS Fall Meeting was held in Houston, Texas,
hosted by the University of Houston. Twelve TLU SPS members and three TLU faculty members
attended the meeting. Six TLU SPS members presented original research at the meeting. Four
members, Emily Churchman, Heather Perkovich, Megan Drown, and Dallas Slusser presented oral
presentations at the fall meeting regarding their summer research topics. Two members, Roel
Olvera and Andrew Hamilton, presented posters in the poster sessions.

Members of the TLU SPS chapter at the 2018 Joint Texas Physics Fall Meeting in Houston, TX.

Sigma Pi Sigma
Welcomes New
Inductee

Front L-R: Megan Drown, Daniel Morales, Emily Churchman, Dr. Toni Sauncy, Jourdan Gamez, Allisson
Landrum, Dr. Calvin Berggren, and Heather Perkovich. Back L-R: Dallas Slusser, Colton Kubena, Dr. Josh
Fuchs, Johari Dramiga, Matthew Macasadia, Roel Olvera, Andrew Hamilton, and Jeremiah Muehlbrad.

The TLU Chapter of Sigma Pi Sigma
welcomed a single new member this year,
Andrew Hamilton ’19.

TLU SPS also attended the 2019 Spring Joint

SPS members Emily Churchman, Megan

Meeting of APS/AAPT/SPS hosted by Stephen

Drown, Heather Perkovich, and Jourdan

F. Austin State University in Nacogdoches,

Gamez, traveled to the Conference for

Texas. Seven student members and two

Undergraduate Women in Physics (CUWiP)

faculty members attended the meeting.

at Texas A&M University- Corpus Christi. The

One student member, Matthew Macasadia,

students were able to network and learn how

presented an oral presentation about his

to be prosperous as women in physics by

summer research. Three student members,

participating in workshops such as effective

Wade Cookston, Jason Williams, and Andrew

salary negotiation. They were also learned

Hamilton, participated in the poster session.

about imposter syndrome and other internal
biases that may affect their professional
success. They were treated to a talk from
plenary speaker Fabiola Gianotti, as she talked
about her success as the Director-General of
CERN (the European Organization for Nuclear
Physics).

SPS Officer Daniel Morales presented
his summer research on the “Modeling
Superconducting Microwave Resonators
for Astronomical Photon Detection” at the
American Physical Society March Meeting.

In October 2018, SPS President Emily
Churchman traveled to Waikoloa, Hawaii
to present her summer research at the Fall
Back L to R: Paris Foster, Nolan Tenpas,
Johari Dramiga, Wade Cookston, and
Dr. Calvin Berggren. Front L to R: Dr. Toni Sauncy
and Dr. Josh Fuchs

Meeting of the Division of Nuclear Physics of
the American Physical Society (DNP). In March
2019, SPS Officer Daniel Morales traveled to

TLU SPS members Heather Perkovich and

Boston to present his summer work that he

Daniel Morales traveled with advisor Dr.

conducted with NASA Goddard through the

Toni Sauncy and faculty members Dr. Calvin

SPS internship. He presented his work on

Berggren and Dr. Josh Fuchs to the 2019 AAPT

superconducting microwave resonators in the

Winter Meeting in Houston. During their stay,

undergraduate student poster session. He

Morales and Perkovich assisted with several

earned an outstanding presentation award for

SPS volunteer activities, including a large

his poster later in the evening.

outreach event for area 5th graders.

SPS President Emily Churchman presented her
summer research on “Using HECTOR for Cross
Section Measurements of 102Pd(p,γ)103Ag”
at the Fall Meeting of the Division of Nuclear
Physics of the American Physical Society
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Celebrating Student Success
At the end of each spring semester, the Physics Department gathers for their annual awards event, “PhysPhest,” to recognize student achievements.
Congratulations to all of the students for their accomplishments during the 2018-2019 academic year!

SPS National Council Awards

TLU Physics Awards

Elected Associate Zone Councilor for

Outstanding Leadership & Service

Departmental
Scholarship Recipients

Zone 13 (All of Texas): Wade Cookston,

Emily Churchman, Colton Kubena, and

Wade Cookston, Johari Dramiga, Roel Olvera,

TLU SPS Vice President

Daniel Morales

Nolan Tenpas, Matthew Macasadia,

Herbert Levy Memorial Scholarship

Most Improved Student Award

Recipient: Roel Olvera

Daniel Morales

SPS Leadership Scholarship:

Freshman Potential Award

Matthew Macasadia

Nolan Tenpas

Heather Perkovich, Jason Williams-Roussell,
Marcus Johnson, Jeremiah Glaspie, and
Gordon Bonilla.

Alumna Presents Research at
Posters on The Hill event in D.C.
In April, our SPS President Emily Churchman traveled to Washington, D.C. to present a poster over
her 2016 summer research, “Characterization of ParTI Phoswiches Using Charged Pion Beams”
that she conducted at the Cyclotron Institute at Texas A&M University. The Posters on The Hill
event is highly competitive and Churchman was 1 of only 60 undergraduates and 1 of 3 physicists
chosen to present. She was able to schedule meetings with the education offices of her local
government representatives Senator John Cornyn and Congressman Vicente González. She also
met with other students and toured the city. During her poster session, she met SPS Director
Brad Conrad and discussed her research, as well as future opportunities when she moves to the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill for graduate school in Fall 2019.

PhysCon 2019:
Making Waves & Breaking Boundaries
After attending the largest conference for undergraduate physics students in history–PhysCon2016–
the TLU SPS chapter plans to send even more students to PhysCon2019 this November. The event,
which is anticipated to draw over 1500 students of physics and astronomy with mentors, alumni,
and renowned scientists from around the world, is themed “Making Waves & Breaking Boundaries.”
Attendees will have the opportunity to hear from luminaries in the field, go on tours, engage in
workshops, and build the physics community through networking and professional relationship
building. The TLU SPS Chapter will participate in the Chapter Expo, showcasing our local flavor of
what it means to be SPS at TLU.

HELP SEND A STUDENT TO PHYSCON 2019!
The SPS chapter has been working on fundraising to make this
important event a reality, even garnering some support from
external funding. However, more help is needed to make sure that
every student who wants to attend has the opportunity to do so.
It is anticipated that the cost per student will be about $1,000.

PhysCon 2019

Expenses

$1,000

Estimated Travel
Costs Per Student

. If you would like to sponsor a student or a portion of the
travel expenses for this event, please email Dr. Toni Sauncy at
tsauncy@tlu.edu.

$200

$500

Registration

Airfare

$300
Lodging

